Debt
collection in
Colombia

Pioneers in international debt collection in Colombia
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About us
Jurisconsultos SAS is a Colombian Law firm, based in Bogotá D.C. Since
2013, Jurisconsultos has been pioneer in services related with collection
of international debts in Colombia.
Our team of professionals and experts aim their efforts and work to the
effective collection of debts, without damaging or hurting commercial
relations between our clients and debtors, through quick and adequate
solutions. Our Collection Plan covers all steps from amicable phase to
litigious proceedings, including representation our clients’ interests at
insolvency, bankruptcy and debtor’s reorganization proceedings.
Our services diminish the additional difficulties posed by cultural
differences, exchange rates, and diverse legal frameworks, to the usual
problems associated with payments.

Our assets
Jurisconsultos services are backed up by:
▪

Experience in collection industry in Colombia since 2013.

▪

An expert and effective team of professionals formed in
Colombian Law and practices.

▪

Communication in both English and Spanish.

▪

Trust and confidence from our clients.

▪

Continuity of business and economic relations between
creditor and debtor as a guide for our actions.
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Services
We offer four different and interrelated services: credit-standing
research and solvency studies; amicable collection; litigious collection
and representation at insolvency, bankruptcy and reorganization
proceedings.

Credit-standing research and
solvency studies
Our Firm offers a complete credit-standing research of potential
business partners, aimed to give our clients the possibility of taking
good and informed decisions. We believe that an adequate knowledge
about your prospective client’s solvency capacity, will contribute to
solid and successful investments.
An adequate study plus the best legal advice its
fundamental to success of your business plan.
These services will also allow to determine the current debtor ‘s
economic situation and prospective. The solvency study will also
consent to determine the viability of any litigious proceedings and will
help in success of collection.
The study includes the analysis of qualitative and quantitative aspects,
based on:
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▪
▪
▪
▪

Credit History
Commercial data
Financial data
Economic and risk alerts (including felonies and money
laundering alerts).

Amicable collection
Upfront to unpaid invoices and the necessity of recovering owed
money, companies and businessmen need support in collecting,
without harnessing their business relations. Jurisconsultos will
approach debtor through amicable practices, in Spanish and according
with local practices and culture. Our aim is to recover debt without the
need of litigation and its costs. However, with our clients’
authorization, we’ll escalate to litigation if advisable.
This service includes letters of demands when needed.

Our priority is to avoid litigation and maintain commercial
relations between our clients and their debtors.
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Litigious collection
If there is not a successful output from the amicable phase,
Jurisconsultos offers its clients representation before Colombian
courts. Our lawyers will give their best knowledge and efforts aimed
to the effective recovery of debt. In any case, we suggest our clients to
request a credit-standing research and solvency study to assess the
viability of legal collection, without incurring in high costs.

High standards of our professional team guarantee
an effective representation at legal proceedings

Insolvency, bankruptcy and
reorganization proceedings
It’s a common practice among Colombian companies to fill for
bankruptcy proceedings before the Superintendency of Corporations,
a government agency that acts as bankruptcy court, when businesses
cannot meet their financial obligations. Bankruptcy includes:
reorganization of the company, aimed to pay debts an continue with
business; and liquidation, aimed to full payment of debts and the
extinction of the company.
Its fundamental to creditors to be represented before Colombian
Courts, guaranteeing that their credit is included in payment offer and
plan to obtain their money back.

Given the complexity of Colombian Law and
regulations, our Firm offers its clients practical,
simplified and risk-reduction oriented solutions.
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We are ready to help you- contact us!
Visit
our
web
page,
write
colombia.debtcollection@jurisconsultossas.com or call us!

to

Address: Calle 19 # 6-68 Oficina 1309 Edificio Ángel. Bogotá D.C., Colombia
7
Phone +57(1) 927 71 85; Mobiles: (312)41350116 (311)3592510 or (312)4991946
www.jurisconsultossas.com

